ASA PILOT SUPPLIES
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APPROACH PLATE BINDER

A great reference tool for student pilots, pilots who fly
more than one aircraft, or pilots flying at a new airport.
Convenient shirt-pocket size provides quick access to
aircraft V-speeds, weight and balance limitations, air
port information, radio frequencies, and light gun sig
nals. The durable plastic cards have room for pilots to
write in their own data. Sold in packs of 5.
P/N 13-02332..................... .

Perfect for Instrument Pilots who carry a smaller number of
approach charts. One-inch rings are attached to a sturdy
poly backing, with a loose poly cover. Scoring on front and
back covers allows you to flip charts completely around the
rings and display the one you want on top. Compact, conve
nient, and practical.
P/N 13-02321..................... .

Cross-country planning sheets contain a flight
plan section, weight & balance calculation chart,
special equipment suffix chart, fuel management,
space for radio frequencies, & more. Sold in pads
of 48.
P/N 13-02331..................... .

FLIP BINDER
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BINDER KIT
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Contains 1 binder, 10 sheet protectors, 5 color side dividers
and a sheet of area stickers. NOS kit also contains 3 color
dividers which hang from the bottom.
NACO.........................P/N 13-01065..................... .
7-Ring........................P/N 13-02322..................... .

ASA DELUXE RING BINDER
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The Deluxe 2” 7-Ring Binder is is made of richlygrained simulated leather with edge stitching.
It’s bound for maximum durability and equipped
with a ring system that will keep your approach
plates securely organized and easily accessible.
Convenient 8.5” x 9” size makes it easy to fit in

almost any flight bag.
ASA Deluxe 1” 7-Ring Binder......................P/N 13-05759..................... .
ASA Deluxe 2” 7-Ring Binder......................P/N 13-05760..................... .

ASA 1 INCH 7 RING TRIP BINDER

The 7-Ring Trip Binder is made of durable poly. It's bound
for maximum durability and equipped with a ring system
that will keep your approach plates securely organized and
easily accessible. The three rings are spaced to match the
7-hole approach plate drill pattern. Convenient 7" x 9" size makes it easy
to fit in almost any flight bag.
P/N 13-05825................................

SHEET PROTECTORS

Made of durable, translucent plastic to protect the most fre
quently used approach plates. Sold in packs of 10.
NACO Vinyl Pocket pk of 10..............P/N 13-02317............. .
NACO Poly Folders pk of 10..............P/N 13-05820............. .
7-Ring Vinyl Pocket pk of 10..............P/N 13-02318............. .
7-Ring Poly Folders pk of 10..............P/N 13-05821............. .
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5 COLOR DIVIDERS
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For quick reference of various sections of both types of
approach plate charts, these five distinctly-colored dividers
extend out beyond the side of the charts. Set of 5.
7-Ring..................... P/N 13-02323....................... .
4-Ring..................... P/N 13-05826....................... .
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Compact, convenient writing pad that fits in your approach
plate binder. 100 sheets per pad. Weight .80lbs
7-Ring..................... P/N 13-05823..........................
4-Ring..................... P/N 13-05822..........................

ASA 4 RING NOTEPAD

CHART WALLETS

These chart wallets organize, hold, carry, and
display standard FAA charts conveniently. All
styles feature black covers, silver wings logo,
and clear vinyl organizer pockets so you can
easily find the correct chart in a busy or turbu
lent cockpit environment.
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QUICK CHECK CARDS

Made of durable black vinyl with a reinforced spine, it has easy-toopen, 1-1/2” steel rings that accommodate
the drill pattern of the approach plates. ASA
wings tastefully silver-foiled on the front cover.
Choose from either 4-ring NACO or 7-Ring
design.
NACO..................P/N 13-01066.......................
7-Ring..................P/N 13-02316.......................

Accordion-Fold Chart Wallet - 10 map pockets plus front & back
covers
P/N 13-02324..................... .
Book-style Chart Wallet - 6 double-sided pockets holds up to 12 maps
between the covers.
P/N 13-02325..................... .
Large Book-style Chart Wallet - Pockets hold up to 22 charts between
the covers. Riveted spine.
P/N 13-00412..................... .

YOKE CLIP

ASA’s new yoke clip holds all the necessary flight
paperwork right where pilots need it, leaving their
hands free to fly. Simple to install, the black plastic,
I-Beam construction is strong enough to serve as a
pilot’s third hand. The clip is higher than other yoke
clips, holding sectionals, approach plates, flight logs,
checklists, flight computers, and pens in easy view.
The unique, over-centering cam easily adjusts to fit all general aviation
aircraft yokes without modification.
P/N 13-01043..................... .
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FLIGHT PLANNER SHEETS

STUDENT FLIGHT RECORDS

ASA Flight Record Folders provide areas to
record pertinent student information, stage
checks passed, lesson content, lesson per
formance, flight hours, instructor notes &
endorsements, solo endorsements or aircraft
checkout records, and are current to both Part
61 & Part 141 program requirements. Sturdy
& durable, these flight records are available
separately, as part of ASA’s pre-packaged training kits, or as part of an
ASA PACK - Personalized Aviation Custom Kit.
SFR Private......................................... P/N 13-01548.............................. .
SFR Commercial................................. P/N 13-01549.............................. .
SFR Instrument................................... P/N 13-01551.............................. .
SFR Helicopter.................................... P/N 13-01547.............................. .

CERTIFICATES AVIATION
ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Authentic, full-color certificates are perfect
for framing yet sturdy enough to slip into
the student’s flight record as a pleasant
surprise to be discovered on their next visit
to the airport. Mark progress with style, while
further motivating students. 9”x12”. Sold in
packs of 10.
Solo Flight Certificate.................................. P/N
Private Ground School Certif...................... P/N
Aviation Achievement Certif........................ P/N
Helicopter Solo Flight Certif........................ P/N

13-02326........................
13-02327........................
13-02330........................
13-02329........................

HOLDING PATTERN VISUALIZER

This useful tool shows a pilot which entry is appropriate given the
assigned holding radial, making it a superb learning tool.
P/N 13-06940..................... .

LANDING PATTERN COMPUTER

Easily helps determine appropriate headings for each
leg when landing or departing the airport - great teach
ing aid!
P/N 13-06935..................... .

HEADSET BAGS / FLIGHT BAGS
Flight Attache’ - Holds all the materials a student
pilot needs. 15” long x 11” deep.
P/N 13-02335..................... .

Flight Bag - 23.5” long x 7.5” deep
x 7.5” wide with expandable pockets.
P/N 13-02336.......................
Single Headset Bag - For those who like to fly with
minimum baggage, this holds one headset, has extra
pockets, and all-around padding.
P/N 13-02333..................... .
Double Headset Bag - Doube-sided,
1/4” padding everywhere; can hold two headsets.
P/N 13-02334................ .

ASA PILOT CAP

Pilot cap featuring comfort headband and classic
wings logo. Stylish baseball cap. Black with classic
grey trim neatly embroidered with white ASA wings.
Adjustable headband for maximum comfort. No button
to interfere with headset band. Long bill for sun protection. Perfect for
cross-country flying, lounging with friends or on the tarmac hangar flying.
Wear it proudly!
P/N 13-05841..................................

